1. Background {#sec1}
=============

There is increasing recognition that neurodegenerative diseases, which manifest clinically as dementia in later life, have their origins in midlife, or even earlier [@bib1]. Recent research on cognitive, neuroimaging, and biological markers suggest that changes in several parameters may well precede overt clinical symptoms by not just many years, but decades [@bib2]. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) offers considerable promise as a marker for neurodegenerative disease. It could also be of value in monitoring disease progression and response to interventions [@bib3] such as lifestyle modification. In midlife, lifestyle modification could potentially alter neurodegenerative disease progression and thereby reduce an individual\'s risk of dementia in later life [@bib4]. If this were the case, it is critical to identify which potentially modifiable lifestyle factors are associated with neurodegeneration in midlife. Therefore, in the absence of any previous systematic reviews, we evaluate the relationship between lifestyle factors and neurodegeneration in midlife as expressed on fMRI in the published literature.

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

2.1. Identification of studies {#sec2.1}
------------------------------

MEDLINE, EMBASE, and PsycINFO were searched via the OVID platform on 5th December 2016. MEDLINE was searched from 1946 to November 2016, EMBASE from 1980 to November 2016, PsycINFO from 1806 to November 2016. There were no limits on language or publication dates. A specific search was constructed for each database using subject headings and free text terms, and these can be found in the [Supplementary Material](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}. The search terms covered the areas of neuroimaging, lifestyle, and regional changes in cerebral metabolism or blood flow, blood volume, or oxygenation.

The systematic review aimed to include all published studies that assessed the relationship between lifestyle factors and neurodegeneration, neuroprotection, or both as expressed on fMRI in midlife. A study was defined as having assessed individuals in midlife if it included individuals aged 40--59 years or if two standard deviations around the mean fell within the 40--59 years age range. Neurodegeneration was defined as any pathological condition primarily affecting neurons [@bib5]. Neuroprotection was considered to be an effect that may result in salvage, recovery, or regeneration of the nervous system, its cells, structure, and function [@bib6]. The exposure in the review was lifestyle factors, as defined by the World Health Organization: "Lifestyle is a way of living based on identifiable patterns of behavior, which are determined by the interplay between an individual\'s personal characteristics, social interactions, and socioeconomic and environmental living conditions" [@bib7]. The outcome in the systematic review was the numerical outcome measures derived from the fMRI scan. fMRI is a brain imaging technique to capture regional changes in cerebral metabolism or in blood flow, volume, or oxygenation in response to task activation or during rest [@bib8]. The systematic review aimed to include studies using both resting-state and task-based fMRI experimental protocols and studies assessing the general population and those conducted in a general medical setting. There were no limits by language or publication date.

2.2. Eligibility {#sec2.2}
----------------

The inclusion/exclusion criteria for the systematic were as follows:Inclusion criteriai.Original human research study.ii.Population includes a lifestyle factor in midlife.iii.Study includes an fMRI outcome in midlife.Exclusion criteriai.Not an original human research study.ii.Study population has a diagnosis of dementia either in general or based on specific subtypes classified using standard diagnostic criteria, for example, the National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke and the Alzheimer\'s Disease and Related Disorders Association [@bib9].iii.Study population does not include a lifestyle factor in midlife.iv.Study population does not include individuals in midlife.v.The aim of the study is not to look at the effect of a lifestyle factor on fMRI outcome.vi.fMRI outcome is not a proxy for neurodegeneration or neuroprotection.

2.3. Study selection and data collection {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------------

The titles and abstracts of all articles identified by the search were screened independently by two reviewers against the inclusion and exclusion criteria with any disagreements in the final lists of included studies resolved by discussion. Potentially relevant articles were then retrieved and examined against the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Differences between reviewers\' selections were again resolved by discussion. Data were extracted from included articles by one reviewer on the number of study participants, mean age, standard deviation and age range of participants, study methodology and design, and the key findings from the study related to this systematic review.

2.4. Quality of evidence {#sec2.4}
------------------------

The quality of studies was assessed using a modified version of the Effective Public Health Practice Project Quality Assessment Tool [@bib10] tailored to the literature being assessed in this review. This tool has been judged suitable for use in a systematic review [@bib11] and forms a global quality rating for a paper based on six assessment criteria: selection bias, study design, confounders, blinding, data collection method, and withdrawals and dropouts.

2.5. Protocol and registration {#sec2.5}
------------------------------

The systematic review protocol was registered on the PROSPERO International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews, registration number CRD42016045237 (<https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO/>).

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses diagram ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) for the screening and selection of studies shows that 4116 records were identified through database searches. Following de-duplication and title and abstract screening, 255 full-text articles were assessed for eligibility. After excluding 226 articles for the reasons outlined in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, a total of 29 articles were included in the systematic review. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} gives a summary overview of the 29 articles included in the systematic review, arranged by lifestyle factors. [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} then summarizes the key findings from the 29 individual articles.Fig. 1Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses diagram showing the selection of studies from search to inclusion.Table 1Summary of evidence for each lifestyle factor identified in the systematic reviewLifestyle factorNumber of studiesQuality assessment rating of studiesOverall effect---neurodegenerative or neuroprotectivePhysical training7Moderate: 2 studies\
Strong: 5 studiesNeuroprotectiveCognitive training3Strong: 3 studiesNeuroprotectiveFasting1Weak: 1 studyNeuroprotectiveSubstance misuse12Weak: 4 studies\
Moderate: 4 studies\
Strong: 4 studiesNeurodegenerativeAlcohol6Weak: 3 studies\
Moderate: 3 studiesNeurodegenerativeSmoking3Weak: 1 study\
Moderate: 1 study\
Strong: 1 studyNeurodegenerativeExcessive internet use1Moderate: 1 studyNeurodegenerativeTable 2Individual studies reporting on the relationship between lifestyle factors and neurodegeneration in midlife as expressed on fMRIStudyLifestyle factorNMean age (SD)/RangeMethodology/designFindingsQuality assessment ratingNeurodegenerative or neuroprotective effectBednarski et al. [@bib12]Substance misuse50 (cocaine dependence 23/healthy controls 27).Cocaine dependence: 36.2 (6.3)/NA.\
Healthy controls: 34.9 (6.5)/NA.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: task-based.\
Statistical method: one sample and two-sample t-tests.Cocaine dependence is associated with dysfunction of the default mode network.ModerateNeurodegenerativeBelaich et al. [@bib13]Fasting6 males.41 (NA)/34 -- 48.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: task-based.\
Statistical method: ANOVA test.There is a significant difference between maximal BOLD-fMRI signal before and during fasting.WeakNeuroprotectiveCastelluccio et al. [@bib14]Substance misuse94 (cocaine users 30/former users 29/healthy controls 35).Cocaine users: 37.6 (7.3)/21--45.\
Former users: 40.3 (6.4)/22--50.\
Healthy controls: 35.8 (10)/21--58.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: task-based.\
Statistical method: regression analysis.The cocaine user groups exhibited significantly increased BOLD activity relative to healthy controls in several a priori regions of interest.WeakNeurodegenerativeChapman et al. [@bib15]Physical training37 (physical training 18/control 19).64 (3.9)/57--75.Study type: controlled clinical trial.\
fMRI type: resting-state.\
Statistical method: general statistical linear model.There is higher resting CBF in the anterior cingulate region in the physical training group compared to the control group.StrongNeuroprotectiveChapman et al. [@bib16]Cognitive training37 (cognitive training 18/control 19).62.9 (3.6)/56--71.Study type: controlled clinical trial.\
fMRI type: resting-state.\
Statistical method: general statistical linear model.There was increased global and regional CBF particularly in the default mode network and the central executive network in the cognitive training group.StrongNeuroprotectiveChapman et al. [@bib17]Physical or cognitive training36 (physical training 18/cognitive training 18).Physical training: 64 (4.3)/56--75.\
Cognitive training: 61.8 (3.3)/56--75.Study type: randomized control trial.\
fMRI type: resting-state.\
Statistical method: general statistical linear model.There were multiple distinct changes on fMRI that suggest that aerobic exercise and cognitive reasoning training contribute differentially to brain health.StrongNeuroprotectiveDurazzo et al. [@bib18]Smoking61 (smokers 34/nonsmokers 27).Smokers: 47.3 (10.5)/NA.\
Nonsmokers: 47.3 (11.9)/NA.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: resting-state.\
Statistical method: multivariate analysis of covariance.Smokers showed significantly lower perfusion than nonsmokers in multiple brain regions including regions implicated in early Alzheimer\'s disease (cingulate, right isthmus of the cingulate, right supramarginal gyrus, and bilateral inferior parietal lobule).WeakNeurodegenerativeGazdzinski et al. [@bib19]Alcohol and smoking48 (nonsmoking light drinkers 19/nonsmoking alcoholics 10/smoking alcoholics 19).Nonsmoking light drinkers: 47 (7.9)/26--66.\
Nonsmoking alcoholics: 50.9 (10)/26--66.\
Smoking alcoholics: 48 (9.9)/26--66.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: resting-state.\
Statistical method: MANOVA; Wilks\' λ.Alcoholics, as a group, showed lower frontal gray matter perfusion and lower parietal gray matter perfusion than nonsmoking light drinkers.\
In smoking alcoholics, a higher number of cigarettes smoked per day was associated with lower perfusion.ModerateNeurodegenerativeHart et al. [@bib20]Physical training52 (ex-NFL players 26/healthy controls 26).Ex-NFL players: 61.8 (NA)/41--79.\
Healthy controls: 60.1 (NA)/41--79.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: resting-state.\
Statistical method: NA.Altered CBF patterns in retired NFL players are concordant with brain regions associated with abnormal findings on neuropsychological testing.StrongNeurodegenerativeHermann et al. [@bib21]Alcohol18 (alcohol dependence 9/healthy volunteers 9).Alcohol dependence: 40.2 (5.6)/NA.\
Healthy control: 41.8 (13.2)/NA.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: task-based.\
Statistical method: general statistical linear model.Alcohol-dependent patients showed a significantly lower BOLD signal in an extended bilateral occipital area as compared with healthy controls.WeakNeurodegenerativeHotting et al. [@bib22]Physical and cognitive training33 (cycling and spatial 8, cycling and perceptual 8, stretching and spatial 9, stretching and perceptual 8).Cycling and spatial: 50.25 (4.2)/40--55.\
Cycling and perceptual: 49 (4.28)/40--55.\
Stretching and spatial: 50.22 (2.91)/40--55.\
Stretching and perceptual: 46 (3.89)/40--55.Study type: controlled clinical trial.\
fMRI type: task-based.\
Statistical method: one and two-sample t-tests, a flexible factorial model and full factorial model.Participants of the spatial training group showed lower activity than participants of the perceptual training group in a network of brain regions associated with spatial learning, including the hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus.StrongNeuroprotectiveHu et al. [@bib23]Substance misuse112 (cocaine users 56/healthy controls 56).Cocaine users: 39.86 (6.71)/NA.\
Healthy controls: 38.70 (10.9)/NA.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: resting-state.\
Statistical method: ANOVA test.Compared with healthy controls, the cocaine user group showed differing patterns of rsFC in multiple brain regions.ModerateNeurodegenerativeIde et al. [@bib24]Substance misuse163 (cocaine dependent 75/healthy controls 88).Cocaine dependent: 39.9 (7.6)/NA.\
Healthy controls: 38.7 (10.9)/NA.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: task-based.\
Statistical method: two-sample t-tests and multiple regression.Compared with healthy controls, cocaine-dependent individuals showed decreased PSS and PSSI in multiple frontoparietal regions.ModerateNeurodegenerativeJiang et al. [@bib25]Substance misuse48 (chronic heroin users 24/normal controls 24).Chronic heroin users: 35.67 (5.66)/NA.\
Normal controls: 35.38 (6.02)/NA.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: resting-state.\
Statistical method: two-sample t-tests and a Pearson correlation analysis.Compared with controls, heroin addicts had altered ALFF in multiple brain regions.StrongNeurodegenerativeKelly et al. [@bib26]Substance misuse49 (cocaine dependent 25/healthy comparisons 24).Cocaine-dependent adults: 35.0 (8.8)/NA.\
Healthy comparisons: 35.1 (7.5)/NA.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: resting-state.\
Statistical method: NA.Reduced prefrontal interhemispheric rsFC in cocaine-dependent participants relative to control subjects and a cocaine dependence-related reduction in interhemispheric RSFC among nodes of the dorsal attention network.StrongNeurodegenerativeKim et al. [@bib27]Excessive internet and alcohol use45 (internet gaming disorder 16/alcohol use disorder 14/healthy controls 15).Internet gaming disorder: 21.63 (5.92)/NA.\
Alcohol use disorder: 28.64 (5.92)/NA.\
Healthy controls:\
25.40 (5.92)/NA.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: resting-state.\
Statistical method: two-sample t-tests.There were distinctive functional changes in the resting-state of patients with internet gaming disorder, in addition to common ReHo changes in the internet gaming disorder and alcohol use disorder group.ModerateNeurodegenerativeLee et al. [@bib28]Substance misuse23 (chronic cocaine abusers 13/healthy controls 10).Chronic cocaine abusers: 38 (6)/28--45.\
Healthy controls:\
36 (6)/27--44.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: task-based.\
Statistical method: ANOVA, post hoc *t*-test, Pearson product moment correlations.Chronic cocaine abusers showed significantly enhanced positive BOLD response to photic stimulation when compared with control subjects.WeakNeurodegenerativeLiu et al. [@bib29]Substance Misuse26 (cocaine addict 13/ control subjects 13).Cocaine-addicted subjects: 46.6 (6.9)/NA.\
Control subjects: 44.4 (6.0)/NA.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: resting-state.\
Statistical method: Kolmogorov--Smirnov test, Mann--Whitney\
*U* test, linear regression.In cocaine-addicted subjects, cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen, a surrogate marker of aggregated neural activity, was significantly lower than that in controls.WeakNeurodegenerationMacIntosh et al. [@bib30]Physical Training30 men with coronary artery disease.65 (7)/55--80Study type: cohort study.\
fMRI type: resting-state.\
Statistical method: linear regression analysis.Perfusion was associated with fitness at baseline and with greater fitness gains with exercise.ModerateNeuroprotectionMay et al. [@bib31]Substance misuse42 (recently abstinent methamphetamine dependent 25/healthy controls 17).Abstinent methamphetamine-dependent individuals: 38.84 (9.16)/NA.\
Healthy controls: 38.77 (9.40)/NA.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: task-based.\
Statistical method: linear mixed effects analysis.Methamphetamine-dependent individuals exhibited lower anterior insula, dorsal striatum, and thalamus activation than healthy controls, across anticipatory and stimulus-related processing.WeakNeurodegenerationMcFadden et al. [@bib32]Physical Training12 overweight/obese adults.38.2 (9.5)/NA.Study type: cohort study.\
fMRI type: resting-state.\
Statistical method: *t*- test.A 6-month exercise intervention was associated with a reduction in default mode network activity in the precuneus.ModerateNeuroprotectionMitchell et al. [@bib33]Substance misuse32 (cocaine dependence 16/healthy controls 16).Cocaine dependence: 39 (10.4)/NA.\
Healthy controls:\
40 (7.4)/NA.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: task-based.\
Statistical method: two-sample t-tests.Cocaine-dependent patients displayed less overall intrinsic connectivity compared with healthy controls.StrongNeurodegenerationMon et al. [@bib34]Smoking69 (nonsmoking light drinker 28, nonsmoking alcoholic 19, smoking alcoholic 22).Nonsmoking light drinker: 44 (8.2)/28--68.\
Nonsmoking alcoholic:\
52.1 (9.4)/28--68.\
Smoking alcoholic:\
47.8 (9.2)/28--68.Study type: Cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: resting-state.\
Statistical method: generalized linear model.After 5 weeks of abstinence, perfusion of frontal and parietal gray matter in nonsmoking alcoholics was significantly higher than that at baseline.\
The total number of cigarettes smoked per day was negatively correlated with frontal gray matter perfusion.StrongNeurodegenerationMurray et al. [@bib35]Substance misuse77 (alcohol-dependent 26, polysubstance use 20, light or nondrinkers 31).Alcohol dependent: 54 (10)/NA.\
Polysubstance use: 45 (9)/NA.\
Light or nondrinkers: 47 (11)/NA.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: resting-state.\
Statistical method: analyses of covariance.Regional perfusion was significantly lower in alcoholics compared with light or nondrinkers.\
Greater smoking severity correlated with lower perfusion in alcohol-dependent individuals.StrongNeurodegenerationRogers et al. [@bib36]Alcohol20 (alcoholic 10/healthy controls 10).Alcoholic: 43 (12)/18--70.\
Control: 40 (13)/18--70.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: task-based.\
Statistical method: two-sample *t*-test.Recently abstinent alcoholic patients showed deficits in functional connectivity and recruitment of additional brain regions for the performance of a simple finger-tapping task.WeakNeurodegenerationSullivan et al. [@bib37]Alcohol24 (alcoholics 12/control subjects 12).Alcoholics: 45.7 (4.4)/38--54.\
Control subjects: 46.3 (5.2)/38--54.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: task-based.\
Statistical method: ANOVA.Alcoholics showed selective differences from control subjects in the CBF pattern in the anterior precuneus and CBF level in the insula, a hub of the salience network.ModerateNeurodegenerationWang et al. [@bib38]Substance misuse39 (cocaine addict 20/healthy controls 19).Cocaine addict: 42.15 (4.3)/NA.\
Healthy controls: 39.9 (4.5)/NA.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: resting-state.\
Statistical method: two-sample *t*-test and simple regression.Compared with controls, cocaine-addicted participants showed hypoperfusion and reduced irregularity of resting-state activity in multiple brain regions.ModerateNeurodegenerationWeiland et al. [@bib39]Alcohol470 (problematic alcohol use 383/controls 87).Problematic alcohol use: 31.1 (9.3)/21--56.\
Controls: 25.8 (8.3)/21--53.3.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: resting-state.\
Statistical method: multivariate analysis of variance.Individuals with problematic alcohol use had significantly lower network connectivity strength than controls in the left executive control network, basal ganglia, and primary visual networks.WeakNeurodegenerationXu et al. [@bib40]Physical training59 healthy adults.66.68 (9.63)/NA.Study type: cross-sectional study.\
fMRI type: resting-state.\
Statistical method: general linear model.Women who engaged in strength training at least once per week exhibited significantly greater cerebrovascular perfusion than women who did not.StrongNeuroprotection[^1]

3.1. Alcohol {#sec3.1}
------------

Of the six studies looking at the effect of alcohol as expressed on fMRI, three used a task-based fMRI protocol, and three studies used a resting-state protocol. Of the resting-state studies, Gazdzinski et al. [@bib19] demonstrated the evidence that concurrent alcohol dependence and chronic cigarette smoking are associated with regional gray matter hypoperfusion. Kim et al. [@bib27] showed increased regional homogeneity (ReHo) in the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) executive control, basal ganglia, and primary visual networks. Weiland et al. [@bib39] found significantly lower network connectivity strength than controls in the left executive control, basal ganglia, and primary visual networks. For the task-based studies, Hermann et al. [@bib41] described significantly lower blood-oxygen-level dependent signal in an extended bilateral occipital area as compared with healthy controls during a visual and acoustic simulation task. Rogers et al. [@bib36] described a pattern in recently abstinent alcoholic patients of specific deficits in functional connectivity and recruitment of additional brain regions for the performance of a simple finger-tapping task. Sullivan et al. [@bib37] demonstrated that alcoholics have selective differences from control subjects in the cerebral blood flow (CBF) pattern in the anterior precuneus and CBF level in the insula, a hub of the salience network.

3.2. Cognitive training {#sec3.2}
-----------------------

Three studies looked at the effect of cognitive training as expressed on fMRI. Chapman et al. [@bib16] examined changes in brain health, pre-, mid-, and post-training in 37 adults who received 12-week strategy-based cognitive training versus a control group. They found increases in global and regional CBF, particularly in the default mode network (DMN) and the central executive network. In addition, they found greater connectivity in these same networks. In a follow-up, randomized control trial comparing the effects of two training protocols, cognitive training and physical training, Chapman et al. [@bib17] describe preliminary evidence that increased cognitive and physical activities improve brain health in distinct ways. Cognitive reasoning training-enhanced frontal networks are shown to be integral to top-down cognitive control and brain resilience. In a controlled clinical trial, Hotting et al. [@bib22] compared effects of cognitive training (spatial vs. perceptual training) and physical training (endurance training vs. nonendurance training) on spatial learning in 33 adults. Spatial learning was assessed with a virtual maze task, and at the same time, neural correlates were measured with fMRI. Only spatial training improved performance in the maze task. This improvement was accompanied by a decrease in frontal and temporal lobe activity.

3.3. Excessive internet use {#sec3.3}
---------------------------

Kim et al. [@bib27] assessed the resting-state brain of individuals who were diagnosed with internet gaming disorder (IGD), as defined by Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition [@bib42], scored over 70 on Young\'s Internet Addiction Test [@bib43], and who spent more than 4 hours/day and 30 hours per week using the internet. These individuals were compared with patients with alcohol use disorder and healthy controls. Using ReHo measures, Kim et al. [@bib27] found increased ReHo in the PCC of the IGD and alcohol use disorder groups, and decreased ReHo in the right superior temporal gyrus of those with IGD, compared with the alcohol use disorder and healthy controls group. Scores on internet addiction severity were positively correlated with ReHo in the medial frontal cortex, precuneus/PCC, and left inferior temporal cortex among those with IGD.

3.4. Fasting {#sec3.4}
------------

Belaich et al. [@bib13] assessed the effect of daytime fasting on six healthy male volunteers during Ramadan. Two task-based BOLD-fMRI scan sessions were performed, the first scan between the fifth and tenth days preceding the start of fasting and the second scan between the 25th and 28th day of the fasting month. The study demonstrated a significant difference in the activated brain area between maximal BOLD-fMRI signal before and during fasting. In addition, there was an increase in the volume of the activated brain area in all subjects during fasting.

3.5. Physical training {#sec3.5}
----------------------

There were five interventional and two observational studies that looked at the effect of physical training on brain health in midlife, as expressed on fMRI. Chapman et al. [@bib15] assessed brain-blood flow in 37 sedentary adults, in a clinical control trial of physical training versus a wait-list control group. Over 12 weeks, the physical training group received supervised aerobic exercise for three 1-hour sessions per week. The study found higher resting CBF in the anterior cingulate region in the physical training group as compared with the control group from baseline to post-training. In a follow-up randomized control study, Chapman et al. [@bib17] compared the effects of two training protocols, cognitive training and physical training on brain function. The study indicates that increased cognitive and physical activities improve brain health in distinct ways. Aerobic exercise improved CBF flow in hippocampi of those with memory gains.

MacIntosh et al. [@bib30] assessed 30 men with coronary artery disease, before and after a 6-month cardiac rehabilitation program consisting of aerobic and resistance training. CBF was associated with fitness level at baseline and greater fitness gains with exercise. McFadden et al. [@bib32] assessed the effects of a 6-month exercise intervention on intrinsic activity in the DMN in 12 overweight or obese individuals. The intervention was associated with a reduction in DMN activity in the precuneus. This finding is thought to represent a normalization of DMN function secondary to exercise.

In a controlled clinical trial, Hotting et al. [@bib22] assessed the effects of cognitive training (spatial vs. perceptual training) and physical training (endurance training vs. nonendurance training) on spatial learning and associated brain activation in 33 adults. Spatial learning was assessed with a virtual maze task and at the same time neural correlates were measured with fMRI. The two physical intervention groups did not improve performance in the maze task.

The findings of the two observational studies related to physical training focused on specific population groups. Hart el al. [@bib20]. assessed aging former National Football League (NFL) players. They found that cognitive deficits and depression appear to be more common in ageing former NFL players than healthy controls. In addition, altered CBF patterns are concordant with brain regions associated with abnormal findings of neuropsychological testing in ageing former NFL players. It is noteworthy that of the 34 ex-NFL players included in the study, 32 reported a history of at least one concussion and 26 undertook neuroimaging; eight were claustrophobic and did not undergo an MRI scan. In a cross-sectional study of 59 adults recruited through a Rhode Island newspapers and an outpatient cardiology office, Xu et al. [@bib40] found that women who engaged in strength training (weight lifting or calisthenics) at least once per week exhibited significantly greater cerebrovascular perfusion than women who did not.

3.6. Smoking {#sec3.6}
------------

There were three cross-sectional studies identified in this systematic review that assessed the effect of smoking on brain health as expressed on fMRI. Durazzo et al. [@bib18] investigated the chronic effects of smoking on brain perfusion. Smokers showed significantly lower perfusion than nonsmokers in multiple brain regions (bilateral medial and lateral orbitofrontal cortices, bilateral inferior parietal lobules, bilateral superior temporal gyri, left posterior cingulate, right isthmus of cingulate, and right supramarginal gyrus) as assessed on fMRI. In addition, greater lifetime duration of smoking (adjusted for age) was related to lower perfusion in multiple brain regions. Gazdzinski et al. [@bib19] assessed 1 week abstinent alcohol-dependent individuals in treatment (19 smokers and 10 nonsmokers) and 19 healthy light drinking nonsmoking control participants, to assess the concurrent effects of chronic alcohol and chronic smoking on cerebral perfusion. This study found that chronic cigarette smoking adversely affects cerebral perfusion in frontal and parietal gray matter of 1 week abstinent alcohol-dependent individuals. Mon et al. [@bib44] evaluated cortical gray matter perfusion changes in short-term abstinent alcohol-dependent individuals in treatment and assessed the impact of chronic cigarette smoking on perfusion changes during abstinence. At 1 week of abstinence, frontal and parietal gray matter perfusion in smoking alcoholics was not significantly different from that in nonsmoking alcoholics. After 5 weeks of abstinence, perfusion of frontal and parietal gray matter in nonsmoking alcoholics was significantly higher than that at baseline. However, in smoking alcoholics, perfusion was not significantly different. Cigarette smoking appears to hinder perfusion improvement in abstinent alcohol-dependent individuals.

3.7. Substance misuse {#sec3.7}
---------------------

Of the 12 cross-sectional studies assessing the relationship between substance misuse and neurodegeneration, nine of the studies focused on the effect of cocaine, one on heroin, one on methamphetamine, and one on polysubstance misuse.

The five task-based fMRI studies that looked at the effect of cocaine used many different fMRI measures to assess brain health, making it difficult to compare the research findings. Of the four resting-state fMRI studies assessing the effect of cocaine on brain health, both Hu et al. [@bib23] and Kelly et al. [@bib26] assessed the resting-state functional connectivity. Hu et al. [@bib23] found that cocaine addiction is associated with disturbed resting-state functional connectivity in striatal-cortical circuits. Kelly et al. [@bib26] observed reduced prefrontal interhemispheric resting-state functional connectivity in cocaine-dependent participants relative to control subjects. Liu et al. [@bib29] used cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO2) as a marker of neural activity and found significantly lower levels in cocaine-addicted subjects compared with healthy controls. In a multimodal MRI study, Wang et al. [@bib38] identified hypoperfusion in the prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, insula, right temporal cortex, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in cocaine addicts compared with controls.

Other than the nine studies focusing on cocaine and neurodegeneration, there were three more cross-sectional studies (one on heroin, one on methamphetamine, and one on polysubstance misuse) identified in the systematic review focusing on substance misuse. Jiang et al. [@bib25] investigated amplitude low frequency fluctuate abnormalities in heroin users. Comparing healthy controls and heroin addicts, this resting-state fMRI study found differing spontaneous neural activity patterns in multiple regions, in the heroin addict group. Heroin addicts had decreased amplitude low frequency fluctuate in the bilateral dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, bilateral medial orbit frontal cortex, left dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex, left middle temporal gyrus, left inferior temporal gyrus, PCC, and left cuneus as well as increased amplitude low frequency fluctuate in the bilateral angular gyrus, bilateral precuneus, bilateral supramarginal gyrus, left post cingulate cortex and left middle frontal gyrus. Using a task-based fMRI protocol, May et al. [@bib31] found that methamphetamine-dependent individuals exhibited altered responses to mechanoreceptive C-fiber stimulation in brain regions important for interoception. Murray et al [@bib35] assessed brain perfusion in polysubstance users. They found that the combination of cigarette smoking and polysubstance use is strongly related to hypoperfusion in cortical and subcortical regions.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

4.1. Main findings {#sec4.1}
------------------

This systematic review identified seven lifestyle factors---physical training, cognitive training, fasting, substance misuse, alcohol, smoking, and excessive internet use---which had been researched, assessing their impact on neurodegeneration in midlife as expressed on fMRI.

4.2. Comparison with other literature {#sec4.2}
-------------------------------------

In late life, the impact of lifestyle factors on brain health has already been studied in multimodal nonpharmacological interventional studies such as the Finnish Geriatric Intervention Study to Prevent Cognitive Impairment and Disability [@bib45]. The findings from this double-blind randomized control trial suggest that a 2-year multidomain intervention that included diet, exercise, and cognitive training could maintain or even improve cognitive functioning in an elderly population. In midlife, gathering evidence on the interplay between lifestyle and a broad range of markers of brain health is ongoing in projects such as the European Prevention of Alzheimer\'s Dementia Longitudinal Cohort Study [@bib46]. The study is aiming to develop a well-phenotyped probability spectrum population for Alzheimer\'s dementia. More specifically, data on lifestyle factors and neurodegeneration in midlife as expressed on fMRI are currently being collected in the PREVENT Dementia study [@bib2]. This is a prospective cohort study to identify midlife biomarkers of the late-onset Alzheimer\'s disease. The European Prevention of Alzheimer\'s Dementia Longitudinal Cohort Study [@bib46] and PREVENT Dementia studies [@bib2] are yet to report on the relationship between lifestyle factors and neurodegeneration in midlife.

4.3. Strengths and limitations {#sec4.3}
------------------------------

This systematic review used a robust methodology, including a comprehensive search strategy with search terms tailored to each database examined in the review. In addition, all stages of article screening and quality assessment were undertaken independently by two reviewers. However, the systematic review has a number of limitations: There was a marked inconsistency in both study design and methodology of the included studies, which limits the confidence in our conclusions. Study populations with different demographics were assessed, different fMRI protocols were used by the studies (18 task-based and 11 resting-state), different statistical approaches to analyze the data and different fMRI outcome measures all added to this inconsistency. In addition, caution is necessary when interpreting fMRI outcome measures and how they relate to underlying neural activity. More studies are needed to provide a firmer understanding of situations when fMRI outcome measures and neural activity are coupled and when they dissociate [@bib47].

4.4. Implications {#sec4.4}
-----------------

This systematic review will contribute to our endeavor to gain a better understanding of what lifestyle factors could be reduced or enhanced to help optimize brain health in midlife and therein reduce an individual\'s risk of later life dementia. More specifically, the information retrieved by this systematic review could give guidance on the analysis of existing lifestyle and fMRI data in dementia prevention longitudinal cohort studies such as the PREVENT Dementia study [@bib2]. In addition, it could help shape future multimodal nonpharmacological midlife dementia prevention studies.

4.5. Conclusions {#sec4.5}
----------------

From this systematic review, common themes have emerged on the effect of lifestyle on brain health in midlife as expressed on fMRI. All the cognitive training studies showed what could be considered a neuroprotective effect, whereas all the alcohol, smoking, and substance misuse studies showed an effect that could reflect neurodegeneration. Studies on physical training showed more variation in results. Most physical training studies showed a potential neuroprotective effect, and one study showed no effect. One study described a possible neurodegenerative effect associated with physical training; in this study by Hart et al. 2013 [@bib20], the majority of the ex-NFL players assessed had a history of concussion. The evidence from studies on the effects of excessive internet use and fasting on brain health in midlife is too limited to allow any conclusions to be drawn.

Overall, this systematic review of the relationship between lifestyle factors and neurodegeneration in midlife as expressed on fMRI provides an evidence base for further lifestyle and fMRI research to build upon. Projects such as the European Prevention of Alzheimer\'s Dementia [@bib46] and PREVENT Dementia [@bib2] have the potential to do this and continue our drive toward the goal of reducing the global incidence of dementia.Research in Context1.Systematic review: The authors searched the following literature databases: MEDLINE, EMBASE, and PsycINFO. Articles were screened, and quality was assessed independently by two reviewers. The identified studies were then individually described and grouped by lifestyle factor.2.Interpretation: The systematic review identified seven lifestyle factors (physical training, cognitive training, fasting, substance misuse, alcohol, smoking, and excessive internet use) associated with brain health in midlife as expressed on fMRI. Physical training and cognitive training have a possible neuroprotective effect. Substance misuse, alcohol, and smoking have a likely neurodegenerative effect.3.Future directions: More research is needed into the possible neuroprotective effect of abstaining from smoking, alcohol and substance misuse, and engaging in physical and cognitive training on brain health in midlife. In addition, studies are needed to clarify the effects of fasting and excessive internet use on fMRI outcomes in midlife.

Supplementary data {#appsec1}
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Supplementary material

Professor Adam Waldman, Chair of Neuroradiology, Centre for Clinical Brain Sciences, University of Edinburgh provided advice on fMRI techniques.
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[^1]: Abbreviations: ALFF, amplitude of low-frequency fluctuation; ANOVA, analysis of the variance; BOLD, blood oxygenation level dependent; CBF, cerebral blood flow; MANOVA, multivariate analyses of variance; NA, not available; PPS, post signal slowing; PSSI, power spectrum scale invariance; ReHo, regional homogeneity; rsFC, resting-state Functional Connectivity; SD, standard deviation; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; NFL, National Football League.
